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Abstract
Nonlinear elastic wave spectroscopy (NEWS) represents a class of powerful tools which explore the dynamic nonlinear stress±strain
features in the compliant bond system of a micro-inhomogeneous material and link them to micro-scale damage. Hysteresis and nonlinearity
in the constitutive relation (at the micro-strain level) result in acoustic and ultrasonic wave distortion, which gives rise to changes in the
resonance frequencies as a function of drive amplitude, generation of accompanying harmonics, nonlinear attenuation, and multiplication of
waves of different frequencies. The sensitivity of nonlinear methods to the detection of damage features (cracks, ¯aws, etc.) is far greater than
can be obtained with linear acoustical methods (measures of wavespeed and wave dissipation). We illustrate two recently developed NEWS
methods, and compare the results for both techniques on roo®ng tiles used in building construction. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the study of dynamic nonlinearity and
hysteresis in micro-inhomogeneous media has experienced
an impressive growth. Even though the complex dynamic
nonlinear stress±strain features at the mesoscale level are
not yet completely understood and/or agreed upon, this area
of research has led to a prominent set of applications in the
®eld of non-destructive damage diagnostics. Experimental
evidence demonstrates that the nonlinear elasticity of a
piece of metal, composite or plexiglass increases dramatically when it becomes damaged, displaying nonlinear mesoscopic behaviour that appears to be much like that in rock or
concrete [1±6]. Various techniques have been developed in
order to quantify the level of nonlinearity in the elastic
response of materials containing structural inhomogeneity
and damage. We have termed this class of techniques
Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy, or shortened
NEWS. Traditionally, wave propagation techniques were
used to probe the generation of the second harmonic
frequency component as function of distance or amplitude
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[7±13]. Other techniques include quasi-static time-of-¯ight
measurements (as function of the applied external pressure)
[4,14,15], modulation experiments by frequency mixing
[5,16±19], studies of the amplitude dependence of the resonance spectrum [6,20±23], reverberation measurements at
various excitation amplitudes [23], and investigations of
slow dynamic behaviour [24±26]. As a general conclusion,
it was found that the nonlinear methods are much more
sensitive to the damage-related structural alterations than
any other method based on the investigation of the linear
material parameters such as wavespeed and damping.
In this paper, we report on two NEWS approaches
and their application to monitor progressive microdamage detection in materials. The ®rst NEWS method,
Single Mode Nonlinear Resonant Acoustic Spectroscopy
(SIMONRAS), involves a study of the nonlinear response
of a single resonant mode of a material's specimen [6,20±
23]. Resonance frequency shifts, harmonics and damping
characteristics are analysed as function of the resonance
peak acceleration or strain amplitude. The second method
presented here is Nonlinear Wave Modulation Spectroscopy
(NWMS), which consists of exciting a sample with signals
pertaining to two separate frequency bands simultaneously,
and inspecting the harmonics of the two waves, and their
sum and difference frequencies (sidebands) [5,16±19].
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Undamaged materials are essentially linear in their
response, while the same material, when damaged, becomes
highly nonlinear, manifested by a signi®cant resonance
frequency shift with amplitude, nonlinear attenuation, and
harmonics and sideband generation. We will illustrate the
methods by experiments on intact and damaged building
construction and industrial components. A comparison of
both techniques on slate roo®ng tiles shows evidence for
the robustness of the different nonlinear measurements in
relation to damage. As in the case of any global diagnostic
method, a complementary example shows that scaling is
an important issue. The density of cracks and mesoscopic
inhomogeneities highly in¯uences the sensitivity of the
techniques.
In order to comprehend the analysis of the experimental
data, we ®rst brie¯y review the current state of the art in
dynamic modelling of nonlinear elasticity and acoustic
wave interaction in materials with large nonlinearity and
hysteresis.
2. State of the art in modelling nonlinearity and
hysteresis
The huge nonlinear response of micro-inhomogeneous
and damaged materials arises from the complex compliance
of local or volumetric cracks and features (pores, contacts,
etc.) in the bond system between the constituents. At a
mesoscopic level, the local nonlinear forces in the bond
system may entirely dominate the relatively small classical
(atomic) nonlinearity of the rigid units surrounding them.
Even though the full mechanism of the nonlinear response is
not yet completely understood, there is a strong consensus
that most micro-inhomogeneous materials exhibit hysteresis
and discrete memory in their stress±strain relation, even at a
low to moderate strain level [27±33]. Following the
phenomenological description of stress±strain hysteresis
in rocks by Guyer and McCall [28±30], the 1D constitutive
relation between the stress s and the strain e can be
expressed in a ®rst approximation as follows:

s

Z

K e; e_  de

1a

with K the strain amplitude and strain rate dependent modulus given by
K e t; e_ t  K 0 1 2 be t 2 de t2
2 a De 1 e t £ sign e_ t 1 ¼

1b

where K0 is the linear modulus, De is the local strain amplitude over the previous period De  eMax 2 eMin =2 for a
simple continuous sine excitation), e_  de=dt the strain rate,
sign e_   1 if e_ . 0 and sign e_   21 if e_ , 0
[28±30,32,33]. The parameters b and d are the classical
nonlinear perturbation coef®cients in the Taylor expansion

of stress versus strain [34±36]; a is introduced as a measure
of the material hysteresis.
The formulation of the nonlinear modulus in Eq. (1b) has
several interesting implications on the acoustic wave propagation, which clearly differentiate between a classical
nonlinear and a hysteretic nonlinear behaviour. In a classical
nonlinear system, a strain wave of frequency f and amplitude
De can transform into a strain wave with frequency components 2f, 3f, etc. for which the amplitudes are proportional to
(De ) 2, (De ) 3, etc. In the case of a purely hysteretic material,
the second harmonic cannot be generated, and the third
harmonic is found to be quadratic in the fundamental strain
amplitude [28,30±33]. This implies that hysteresis acts as a
second order nonlinearity. Analogously, in a modulation
experiment involving frequencies f1 and f2 with amplitudes
De 1 and De 2, the ®rst order intermodulation frequencies at
f2 ^ f1 arise from the classical two-fold nonlinear interaction between f1 and f2, and their amplitude is proportional
to b £ De1 £ De2 : When dynamic hysteresis prevails, the
second order sidebands f2 ^ 2f1  will display amplitudes
proportional to a £ De1 £ De2 ; whereas classical theory
would predict a higher order dependence: Cbd De1 2 £
De2 ; with Cb d a linear combination of b 2 and d .
When we apply the phenomenological formulation to the
modelling of resonant-wave experiments, and substitute Eq.
(1a) into a lumped element equation [21,25], the nonlinear
contribution to the solution gives rise to a decrease of the
resonance frequency which is in ®rst approximation proportional to the peak strain amplitude De in the resonance
curve:
f0 2 f
 C1 De 1 higher order:
f0

2

In addition, a quadratic amplitude dependence of the third
harmonic is predicted:
De3f  C2 De2 1 higher order:

3

together with a linear increase of the attenuation or modal
damping ratio (MDR):

j 2 j0
 C3 De 1 higher order:
j0

4

Here, f is the resonance frequency at strain amplitude De ,
f0 is the linear (or low amplitude) resonance frequency.
Analogously, j is the MDR at strain amplitude De , j 0 is
the linear (or low amplitude) MDR. The coef®cients Ci
in all three relationships are proportional to the hysteresis
parameter a . Any increase in the measured values of these
coef®cients re¯ects an increase of the nonlinear hysteresis
behaviour of the material. Finally, in agreement with wave
propagation experiments, it can be shown that the presence
of hysteresis does not affect the level of the even harmonics
in resonance [21,32].
As in the case of wave propagation and wave modulation,
it is important to note that these results are fundamentally
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different from a classical approach in which a nonlinear
oscillator, such as the Duf®ng type oscillator, is described
[37]. A classical treatment of nonlinear oscillations, using a
power law expansion of the constitutive equation, predicts a
®rst order quadratic decrease of the resonance frequency
with increasing drive voltage, together with a cubic amplitude dependence of the third harmonic amplitude. Furthermore, there will be no nonlinear energy dissipation in a
classical system.
In the next section, we will describe and analyse
nonlinear resonance and wave modulation experiments
within the framework of non-classical nonlinear modelling.
3. NEWS techniques
Nonlinear spectroscopic techniques principally intend to
monitor the amplitude dependent response of materials,
which can in turn be associated to characteristic parameters
describing the nonlinear behaviour of material properties
such as the Young's modulus, the MDR, etc. In this paper
we restrict ourselves to the following two techniques:
SIMONRAS and NWMS. We illustrate both techniques
with an example and show the qualitative and semi-quantitative agreement of both methods on roo®ng tiles.
3.1. Con®guration and example of SIMONRAS
SIMONRAS involves a study of the nonlinear response
of a single resonant mode of the material specimen. Resonance frequency shifts, and harmonics and damping characteristics are analysed as function of the resonance peak
acceleration amplitude.
A detailed discussion of the experimental apparatus can
be found in several previously published papers by the
Nonlinear Elasticity group of Los Alamos National Laboratory in collaboration with various European Institutes and
Universities [6,20±23]. At the Laboratory of Building
Physics of the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium,
the SIMONRAS technique was adopted and applied to characterise and assess damage in various building materials
[6,22,23]. As an example, we consider a thin, rectangular
beam (400 £ 26 £ 4 mm 3) of ®bre-cemented (arti®cial) slate
used in roo®ng constructions. The synthetic ®bres (4 mm in
length, a few tens of microns in diameter) used in the
production process have a principal orientation perpendicular to the length-wise direction of the beam. The beam is
excited at its lowest order ¯exural (bending) resonance
mode by a low frequency, low distortion speaker, positioned
at 2 cm from the middle, parallel to the beam surface. The
sample is suspended with nylon wires at the nodal lines of
the considered mode. The coupling medium between specimen and speaker is air (non-contact excitation). The speaker
is driven in discrete frequency steps by a function generator
through a high power ampli®er. The sample's out of plane
response is recorded by an accelerometer and postprocessed
using LabVIEW. In order to monitor resonant peak shift and
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harmonic generation, 4±10 resonance (discrete) sweeps
over the same frequency interval, encompassing the ®rst
¯exural mode, are made at successively increasing drive
voltages. The procedure is completely computer controlled.
Let us ®rst consider a sample that is virtually intact.
Fig. 1a illustrates that the resonance curves scale close to
linearly with the measured amplitude. Plotting the relative
resonance frequency shift, f 0 2 f =f0 ; versus the peak
strain, reveals a slight decrease of the resonance frequency
f proportional with the increasing strain amplitude (Fig. 1b).
The measured harmonics, obtained at peak resonance, are
all at least 60 dB below the fundamental (Fig. 1c). The
attenuation factor (expressed in terms of the MDR, j [38])
is barely increasing with amplitude j 2 j 0 =j 0 is plotted in
Fig. 1d for increasing peak resonance strain amplitude). The
proportional decrease of the resonance frequency and the
increase of MDR are in agreement with the nonlinear
hysteresis model discussed in the previous section. Fitting
the ®rst order relations (Eqs. (2)±(4)) to the data, we obtain
a value of 30 for C1, and 1600 for C3. Compared to rock-type
materials, these values are about two orders of magnitude
smaller.
For a damaged sample (actually, the above described
intact beam after several hydrothermal shocks), the
nonlinear softening becomes signi®cantly more apparent.
A similar analysis of the resonance frequency shows that
the nonlinear effect is raised by two orders of magnitude due
to the hydrothermally induced microdamage (Fig. 2). The
amplitude dependence is still linear (Fig. 2b). Also, with the
larger frequency shift, the harmonic spectrum changes
dramatically (Fig. 2c). The third harmonic becomes dominant, and its dependence on the fundamental acceleration
amplitude is basically quadratic. Note that the second
harmonic does not nearly show a similar increase (in the
intact case the level of the second and third harmonic were
equal). Also, the ®fth harmonic has increased signi®cantly
in comparison with the fourth harmonic. Finally, we observe
a signi®cant increase in nonlinearity of the damping
(Fig. 2d). The attenuation depends linearly on the measured
resonance amplitude (for a method to invert the attenuation
in the case of a skewed resonance peak, we refer the reader
to the work of Smith and TenCate [39]). The value of C3 has
increased by a factor 200, which is in good agreement with
the relative increase of the factor C1. The increase of the
third harmonic dependence is roughly of the same order.
The linear wavespeed (or equivalent, the low amplitude
resonance frequency) of the intact versus the damaged
specimen only changed by 7.6% and the linear attenuation
value increased with 66%. Careful inspection using X-ray
radiography revealed several uniformly distributed hairline
cracks perpendicular to the length-wise direction of the
beam (i.e. parallel to the orientation of the ®bres). These
cracks were not visible with bare eye.
The observed relationships between the drive amplitudes
and the various nonlinear phenomena (resonant frequency
shift or modulus reduction, attenuation increase and third
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Fig. 1. SIMONRAS results obtained on the ®rst bending mode of an intact
slate beam: (a) measured resonance curves at eight different drive levels;
(b) relative resonant frequency shift as function of the peak strain amplitude measured at the different drive levels; (c) harmonic content at peak
acceleration; (d) relative change of the measured attenuation as function of
peak strain.
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Fig. 2. SIMONRAS results obtained on the ®rst bending mode of a microdamaged slate beam. Similar division in sub®gures as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Variation of two linear material parameters and of the nonlinear
parameter C1 with respect to their initial values during a cyclic fatigue
loading experiment (three-point bending).

harmonic generation) clearly imply that the type of nonlinearity of the material is dominated by dynamic hysteresis
in the stress±strain behaviour. Since the experimental set-up
was identical in the intact and the damaged case, the
increase of the nonlinear effects is solely caused by microcracking and damage induced by the hydrothermal shocks.
Consequently, in order to quantify the level of damage, it
suf®ces to determine the value of C1 (or C2 or C3) of a
sample relative to the initial state (intact specimen) of the
material.
The characterisation procedure has also been applied to
damage detection in thin slate beams subjected to cyclic
fatigue loading. After each loading session, the linear
(wavespeed and wave dissipation) and nonlinear parameters
(C1) were measured. At the same time, the apparent instantaneous static modulus, E, is determined from the quasi-

5 mm

Fig. 4. X-ray radiography of the damaged zone in a thin strip of arti®cial
slate. Just before failure, microcracks coalesce to form a macrocrack visible
from the surface.
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static force-displacement curves. This value allows us to
introduce a `local' stiffness degradation parameter or
damage factor D, de®ned as D  1 2 E=E0 ; with E0 the
initial stiffness value of the beams. In the elastic regime,
there is almost no reduction of the static Young's modulus:
D ù 0:0: In the plastic regime, the modulus is continuously
softening: 0:0 , D , 0:5: Finally, the modulus decreases
quickly and drastically in the terminal regime: D . 0:5:
Fig. 3 summarises the evolution of the linear and nonlinear
parameters relative to their initial values (on a logarithmic
scale!) as the value of D increases. The sensitivity of the
nonlinear method to the apparent stiffness reduction (due to
the development of microcracks, ¯aws, etc.) is far greater
than in the case of the linear acoustical methods. At failure
the nonlinearity increased by a factor 1000, whereas the
linear (low amplitude) attenuation only increased by a factor
of 5 and the linear resonance frequency (or wavespeed)
reduced by 25%. An X-ray micrograph of the damaged
zone just before failure is shown in Fig. 4.
3.2. Con®guration and example of NWMS
NWMS consists of simultaneously exciting a sample with
two autonomous waves, which frequency spectra are
con®ned to two separate ranges, and inspecting the harmonics in the material's response to the two waves.
We pay particular attention to the sum and difference
frequencies (sidebands).
NWMS can be applied in continuous mode or in impact
mode [5,16±19]. In continuous mode, two sinusoidal waves
with separate frequencies are input into the sample simultaneously using speakers or piezoelectric transducers. The
®rst speaker or transducer generates a low frequency signal,
whereas the second one produces a high frequency wave.
The response is recorded at a separate location on the
sample. The waveform is Fourier analysed and the interaction of the two input signals is investigated. In a sample
that is intact, the output spectrum contains the two frequencies that have been affected by linear processes of
wave dissipation and scattering, and by small atomic nonlinearities. In a sample that is damaged, harmonics and sidebands are created by the nonlinearity of the medium in
addition to the linear effects. The presence of the harmonics
and sidebands indicates microcracking and damage.
In impact mode the sample is excited by tapping it with an
impact hammer, while a high frequency continuous signal
generated by a separate speaker/transducer is propagating
through the sample. The use of an impact signal as a low
frequency component is particularly interesting and advantageous because it ef®ciently excites the entire resonance
mode spectrum of the sample at once. Again, the interaction
between the impact signal and the high frequency wave can
be quanti®ed and used in the assessment of damage within
the sample. This method can be quickly applied, and in our
view, is ideally suited to applications where the question of
damaged versus undamaged must be quickly addressed.
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Fig. 5. Typical time series acquired in an application of NWMS to
differentiate intact and damaged automobile components.

We illustrate the NWMS-impact mode with an
application of microcrack detection on automobile engine
connecting rods, which have a complex geometry much like
an elongated number eight. The spectrum of such components corresponding to the hammer impact is limited in
frequency band to about 20 kHz because of the size of the
specimen and the attenuation of the material. In addition, the
low frequency signal generated by the impact only persists
for a limited time, and is attenuated with a characteristic
decay time, which is of the order of 50±100 ms. The high
frequency signal is generated by a piezo-ceramic transducer

attached to the sample, and ®xed at 127 kHz with a constant
voltage. A typical example of an acquired time signal triggered at 20 ms before the impact is shown in Fig. 5. In order
to analyse the nonlinear (or amplitude dependent) behaviour
of the samples, we applied a moving time window analysis
to the measured signal. Each time window was 10 ms long
and contained 4000 data points. For each of these intervals a
spectral analysis was performed. The modulation spectra are
illustrated in Fig. 6 as a contour plot (darker colours represent higher intensity). In each sub®gure, each vertical line
corresponds to the modulation spectrum for a given time
window. The bottom line represents the spectrum of the
®rst window after triggering the impact, the top line is the
spectrum of the last possible time window. Even though
energy is abundantly present in the low frequency band,
there is no interaction with the high frequency component
for the intact automobile component (see blow-up on top
sub®gure). On the other hand, an identical sample with a
tiny crack in the connecting arm shows large levels of
energy in the sidebands (second blow-up). Subsequent to
the Fourier analysis of each window, each power spectrum
is integrated over two limited spectral bands, yielding the
`equivalent energy' values EE1 and EE2 for the low
(0±20 kHz) and the high frequency (120±134 kHz),
respectively. After subtraction of the `energy' contained in
the high frequency component from EE2, we plot the resulting value (`the sideband energy') against EE1 (`impact
energy'). The outcome of this procedure applied to ten
equally spaced time windows is shown in Fig. 7 for the
intact as well as the damaged sample, showing the sideband
energy versus the impact energy. For the intact unit, we
observe a modest increase of the sideband energy proportional to the impact energy. In the case of the damaged unit,
the dependence is also close to linear, but it is far more
manifest. The proportionality coef®cient of this linear relationship may be used as a damage indicator in quality
control, and may be integrated in a production line.
3.3. Comparison of SIMONRAS and NWMS on cementitious
roo®ng tiles

Fig. 6. Contour plots of the modulation spectra in NWMS-impact mode for
an intact and a damaged automobile component. The high frequency band
is enlarged to show the extreme sidelobe generation in the case of a
damaged sample.

As a follow-up to the investigation of progressive damage
in thin slate strips, we applied both SIMONRAS and
NWMS to industrial production plates of ®bre-cemented
slate used in roo®ng construction (nominal dimensions are
400 £ 600 £ 4 mm 3). The aim of this investigation was to
®nd an operator independent measure of the severity of
edgecracking, which occurs during and after the production
process. Edgecracks originate during drying or cutting of
the samples, and may have an unfavourable in¯uence on
the lifetime of the material.
Because of the different geometry and the location of the
cracks, the plate problem was studied by examining the
eighth natural mode of the structure. Apart from being
well isolated from other resonances, this mode has six relatively broad locations of maximum stress near the edges

"Sideband Energy"

kl
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Fig. 7. Integration analysis of the wave modulation spectra for an intact and
a cracked engine part in NWMS-impact mode illustrating the amount of
`sideband energy' in relation to the `impact energy' for consecutive time
windows after impact.
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C3’[Multiplied by 10 ]

(two on each long side, one on each short side) and is therefore a good candidate to detect edgecracks. A similar set-up
as for the rectangular strips of slate was used to perform
SIMONRAS on a batch of 60 plates. The SIMONRAS
measurements were quanti®ed in terms of the nonlinearity
parameter C 01 ; which can be inferred from the frequency
shift proportionality to the acceleration amplitude (Eq. (2),
replacing strain by acceleration: Df =f0  C 01 £ Acc: Since
all plates have virtually the same geometry, composition
and stiffness, we may assume that the value of C 01 is
uniformly proportional to the dimensionless value C1. Likewise C 03 was determined from the nonlinear attenuation data
using Eq. (4) in terms of the acceleration amplitude. Fig. 8
clearly shows a `one-to-one' relation between the two
SIMONRAS nonlinearity parameters, indicating that they
originate from the same nonlinear mechanism, namely
dynamic hysteresis in the stress±strain relation.
In order to check the independence of the results to the
nonlinear method used, we selected ®ve plates and
performed NWMS measurements on these specimen
using the impact mode. The use of a broadband low
frequency signal guarantees that several platemodes are
excited at once, including the resonances with stress
16
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Fig. 8. Results of a SIMONRAS analysis on a batch of 60 ®bre-cemented
plates, showing a good correlation between the nonlinearity parameter C 03 ;
deduced from the nonlinear attenuation, and the nonlinearity parameter
C 01 ; deduced from the resonant frequency shift.
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concentrations near the plate boundaries which are activating the edge-cracks. Among the selected specimen, two
plates had a low SIMONRAS C 01 value (8 £ 10 26), two a
medium value (15 £ 10 26) and the ®fth plate had a large
value (22 £ 10 26). For each plate, 11 NWMS measurements were performed which probe the modulation of a
transient impact with a high frequency component at
consecutive frequencies ranging from 140 to 150 kHz.
The 11 Fourier spectra are renormalised with respect to
the high frequency component, and averaged. In addition,
the sideband energy is calculated by integrating the averaged spectrum and subtracting the central component.
The results for each plate are summarised in Fig. 9. The
comparison of the value of the sideband energy with the
SIMONRAS parameter for nonlinearity shows a convincing linear relationship (Fig. 10), which implies that
the nonlinear measurements of both methods are highly
consistent.
3.4. Investigation of crackdensity and location on the
sensitivity of global nonlinear techniques
In a subsequent study, the values of the SIMONRAS
nonlinearity for a batch of 60 slate plates were compared
to the results of a visual inspection method, which consists
of wetting the sample and counting the edgecracks as
water imbibes under bending tension. Unfortunately, the
correlation between the nonlinear measurements and the
crack-counts from the visual inspection turned out to be
poor. Several plates with a large nonlinearity parameter
showed only a small number of cracks and vice versa. In
order to investigate this discrepancy in more detail, we
selected three plates for further examination: one reference plate (R) with a small number of cracks (7) and a
small coef®cient of nonlinearity C 01  5 £ 1026  and
two (hydrothermally shocked) plates (P1 and P2) with a
large number of cracks (48 and 47), but with a widely
different nonlinear coef®cient C 01  14 £ 1026 and C 01 
26 £ 1026 ; respectively). The location of the edgecracks
as indicated after visual inspection are shown in Fig. 11.
Next, the plates were water-sawed into 19 strips of
25 £ 400 £ 4 mm 3 (13 length-wise and six lateral, as indicated in Fig. 11) and dried for a period of time. Subsequently, the nonlinearity of each strip was determined by
means of a SIMONRAS experiment on the 1st bending
mode. The results for the strips, plotted as a function of
position in the original plate, are shown on the bottom row
of Fig. 11. In order to eliminate the in¯uence of the drying
time between different plates, we took the ratio of the
nonlinear coef®cient of each strip to the average of the
®ve central pieces in the same plate. We note a dramatic
increase in nonlinearity of the edge-strips of the two
cracked plates. The nonlinearity in the centre of both
plates is nearly constant and increases abruptly by a factor
of 50 for the outermost length-wise pieces where the
density of the cracks is largest. The difference between
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Fig. 9. Normalised and averaged spectra with corresponding values of the sideband energy for a selection of ®ve ®bre-cemented plates.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the sideband energy (NWMS measurement in
impact mode) and the nonlinearity parameter C 01 (SIMONRAS experiment)
for a selection of ®ve plates.

the two cracked plates is primarily found in the top and
bottom strips which contain microcracks that run along
the ®bre direction (perpendicular to the length of the
strips). Plate P2 shows a far larger increase in nonlinearity
than P1. Knowing that there are about as many cracks
marked on P2 as on P1, this indicates that the edgecracks
of P2 are of a more severe nature than the cracks in P1, or
that the visual counting was not accurate. Note also that
the increase of the nonlinearity of the edgestrips compared
to the central strips (1±2 orders of magnitude) is far larger
than the difference in SIMONRAS nonlinearity between a
full size reference plate and a cracked one (only a factor
3±5). This is mainly due to the larger density of cracks
per square unit in the edgestrips compared to the full
size plates. Another remark is that the nonlinearity of
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Fig. 11. Top row: location of the visually observed edgecracks for three ®bre-cemented plates with corresponding crack-count number and SIMONRAS
nonlinearity parameter C 01 : Bottom row: local relative values of the nonlinearity parameter (SIMONRAS experiment) after partitioning the above shown plates.

the vertical pieces (®bre direction along the length of the
strip) is consistently lower than the nonlinearity of the
lateral pieces (®bre direction perpendicular to the length).
The anisotropy in the nonlinear behaviour can be
explained by the fact that the formation of microcracks
perpendicular to the ®bres and the nonlinear activation of
such microcracks and of other features in the bond system
are counteracted by ®bre bridging.
For the reference plate we note a far more continuous
distribution of nonlinearity over the plate. The local increase
of nonlinearity seems to match the cracked region which is
indicated by visual inspection.
When inspecting the outermost lateral strips of the two
cracked plates using X-ray radiography, we noticed that
the second plate (with highest nonlinearity) showed
several hairline cracks running along the edge of the
strip (perpendicular to the edgecracks themselves).
These cracks were not accounted for in visual inspection.
This may be one of the reasons why the correlation
between the crack-count and the nonlinearity turned out
to be poor. It certainly suggests that one has to be careful
in interpreting visual inspection results in terms of
durability because cracks that are invisible for the unaided
eye can be very important. In addition, it is obvious that
crack-counts do not necessarily inform about the crack
severity. Therefore, we believe that nonlinear techniques
are more objective and also more reliable than any other
visual or linear acoustic method with regard to the assessment of microdamage in a material.

4. Conclusions
We presented two recently developed nonlinear techniques which have a strong potential for microdamage
detection in a wide variety of materials: SIMONRAS and
NWMS. Nonlinear phenomena such as the amplitude
dependence of the resonant frequency, the nonlinear
attenuation, the distortion of a propagating wave by the
creation of harmonics and the multiplication of waves of
different frequencies, are extremely large in damaged
materials when compared to an intact material. Because of
the complex (i.e. nonlinear and hysteretic) compliance of
cracks and ¯aws, the sensitivity of nonlinear methods to the
detection of damage features is far greater than any linear
acoustical methods.
We illustrated the latter statement with a couple of
examples on thin slate beams subjected to cyclic and
hydrothermal fatigue loading and on microcracked automobile components of irregular geometry. A complementary study on ®bre-cemented plates was discussed to prove
that both nonlinear techniques provide consistent results.
In addition, we illustrated that a visual inspection method
such as crack-counting can be a misleading technique
for durability assessment. On the other hand, we showed
that crackdensity is an important parameter in the
sensitivity of nonlinear techniques. Certainly in cases of
global damage, it is believed that nonlinear methods are
superior in the investigation of the material's microcracking sensitivity.
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